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Abstract—The common practice in optical networks is to
deploy them statically in a future proof approach and
to operate them with only traffic/fault driven changes.
Lightpaths are overprovisioned with high quality of trans-
mission (QoT) margins to anticipate future degradations,
due to interference, aging, and maintenance operations,
and to account for inaccuracies in QoTestimation. Such as-
sumptions decrease network efficiency and increase the
cost. Moreover, transponders and regenerators are as-
signed once to demands, yielding low efficiency if traffic
varies significantly. Elastic optical technology, feedback
from software monitors, and software defined networking
enable the dynamic operation of the network. We propose
an algorithm that takes into account the actual physical
layer and traffic conditions and provisions new or adapts
existing lightpaths with actual (just-enough) margins, opti-
mizing placement and transmission parameter decisions
for the transponders and regenerators. Using the proposed
algorithm in a multi-period scenario, we quantify the ben-
efits that can be achieved when planning with actual mar-
gins and varying levels of traffic dynamicity.

Index Terms—Elastic optical network (EON); Mixed line
rate (MLR); Multi-period network planning; Physical layer
impairments (PLIs); Quality of transmission (QoT); Routing
and spectrum allocation (RSA); System and design
margins; Traffic churn.

I. INTRODUCTION

T he continuous growth of IP traffic and the emergence
of new applications and services [1] require increased

capacity but also a dynamic network operation. Coherent
transceivers that combine coherent reception with high-
speed electronics and digital signal processing (DSP) play
a crucial role in the development of next generation optical
networks, offering increased transmission rates and spec-
tral efficiency [2]. Although coherent transceivers are able
to compensate several physical layer impairments (PLIs),
the physical layer still poses major limitations that can be
addressed to achieve even higher efficiency.

Optical connections (lightpaths) need to have acceptable
quality of transmission (QoT) throughout their lifetime.
The QoT changes—typically deteriorates—as time ad-
vances, due to equipment (fiber, transceivers, amplifiers,
filters/switches) aging, accumulation of maintenance
operations (e.g., reparation of fiber cuts), and increased
interference coming from new established connections. The
current practice is to operate the optical network statically
and overprovision lightpaths with high physical layer
margins to anticipate such future degradations and ensure
uninterrupted operation until the end-of-life (EOL).
However, in reality, the network operates most of the time
far away from the EOL conditions; aging and interference
play a considerable role only in the latest years, while
predicting their effect after several years introduces uncer-
tainties, requiring even higher margins [3,4]. The high
margins translate to reduced optical reach, requiring the
deployment of regenerators and more robust transponders
than are strictly necessary at the time of (and several years
after) the first installation.

Lowering the margins directly results in significant cost
savings, by avoiding or postponing the purchase of equip-
ment, the price of which decreases with time. Moreover,
new andmore advanced equipment becomes available with
time, and thus postponing the purchase indirectly achieves
a gradual upgrade of the network.

As time advances, additionally to the varying physical
layer, traffic also changes. Traffic in optical transport
networks is typically incremental; established lightpaths
are never torn down and new lightpaths are added over the
lifetime of the system, until a decision is made for the
upgrade of the whole system using some new technology.
However, the emergence of new applications can create
traffic churns that deviate from the traditional incremental
traffic model. For example, the disaggregation of network
functions and their distribution in datacenters exhibits
major variations in volume and traffic direction [5].
Moreover, network virtualization can change the service
paradigms, requiring the dynamic slicing of the optical in-
frastructure and the dynamic re-optimization of lightpaths
and equipment [6].

To harvest the advantages of lower margins and also
account for the short- and long-term evolution of traffic,
a more dynamic network is required. The network needs
to be re-optimized over multiple periods to operate effi-
ciently during each period for the specific physical and traf-
fic conditions. Operating lightpaths with reduced marginshttps://doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.10.00A144
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requires accurate knowledge of the physical layer and new
control and management mechanisms. The ORCHESTRA
project [7] proposes to close the control loop between the
physical and the network layers, enabling unprecedented
dynamicity and efficiency. ORCHESTRA relies on informa-
tion from coherent receivers that operate as software opti-
cal performance monitors (soft-OPMs) and develops a
monitoring and control plane to support and use such data.
OPMs can be used to obtain accurate estimates of the inter-
ference and aging factors of the network so that new or
re-optimized lightpaths have just-enough margins. OPMs
and an active control plane are also helpful for anticipating
and restoring the QoT problems that could occur later.

In this paper, we present an algorithm that incremen-
tally plans the network and provisions lightpaths based
on actual physical layer conditions—that is, with actual
(just-enough) margins—and also takes into account any
changes in traffic conditions. Note that we target the reduc-
tion of the long-term margins while there are still margins
(design margin) to account for short-term QoT variations.
Using the actual margins, the algorithm serves the (chang-
ing or not) demands and optimizes the decisions on the
placement and reuse of the equipment (from previous peri-
ods), and on the reconfiguration of the transmission param-
eters of transponders and regenerators. We study the
incremental planning of a network over multiple periods,
where new demands are added/removed at specific inter-
vals that correspond to the end of a period, when the net-
work operator performs its maintenance/upgrade tasks.
The addition of new equipment needs to be carefully
planned, and is done by the proposed algorithm. The de-
ployment of new or the relocation of the deployed equip-
ment can be done in scheduled cycles, in a span of a few
days, while the (re)configuration with the existing control
plane protocols can be done in the order of seconds [8]. Note
that the proposed algorithm is quite generic, and can be
used with configurable [also referred to as bandwidth var-
iable (BVT)] as well as non-configurable (fixed) transpon-
ders and for periods of any duration.

Using the proposed algorithm, we evaluate the gains of
provisioning lightpaths with actual margins in an incre-
mental multi-period planning scenario, for an elastic opti-
cal network (EON) and a mixed line rate (MLR) network.
For comparison purposes, we also consider the related
scenarios that use worst-case margins. The studies are
performed under various traffic dynamicity scenarios,
regulated by choosing appropriate churn rate values. We
also examine the effect of equipment relocation, which is
important in a network that operates with reduced mar-
gins and exhibits traffic churns.

Our results indicate that provisioning with reduced mar-
gins can yield significant cost savings that accumulate up to
36% for an EON and 27% for anMLR network, at the end of
10 periodswith incremental traffic (zero churn rate and con-
sidering the relocation cost). As the traffic churn rate in-
creases, the cost savings increase compared to the case in
which new equipment is purchased. For a churn rate equal
to 50%, the total cost under the reduced margins case

improves by 8% and 14% for the EON and MLR networks,
respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reports on related work. Section III discusses QoT and
margins. In Section IV, we present the heuristic algorithm
for network planning with actual margins. Finally, in
Section V we present performance comparison results,
followed by our conclusions in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Provisioning lightpaths for the actual network condi-
tions, instead of making worst-case assumptions and using
EOL margins, has received considerable attention over
the years [9–14]. Initially, studies were performed forWDM
networks, with the authors of Ref. [9] presenting a hierar-
chical routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algo-
rithm that accounts for the current optical signal-to-noise
ratio (OSNR) and polarization mode dispersion (PMD)
when establishing the lightpaths. In Ref. [10], a set of wave-
length assignment techniques that take into account the
crosstalk on the new and existing connections were
proposed. The authors of Ref. [11] proposed optimal RWA
algorithms based on integer linear programming (ILP)
RWA formulations that account for the PLIs, including
both path-dependent (ASE, SPM, etc.) and interference-
dependent (XPM and XT) ones, through additional ILP
constraints.

As EONs gained ground, routing and spectrum alloca-
tion (RSA) algorithms that use reduced margins were
developed. The gains in spectrum and capacity obtained
by avoiding the consideration of future losses were exam-
ined in Ref. [12]. Interference reduction through spectrum
guard bands, examined through a wider set of transmission
options, was studied in Ref. [13] to plan the network with
reduced cost. The authors of Ref. [14] quantify the cost sav-
ings obtained by using elastic transponders to fit the aging
degradation dynamically as opposed to planning with EOL
aging margins.

To provision lightpaths close to the actual/current net-
work conditions, we need to use a QoT estimation model
(Q-tool) that is accurate for the specific network conditions.
QoT estimation models range from analytical to simula-
tions. Recently, the Gaussian noise (GN) model [15] has
been introduced and shown to be quite accurate. Feeding
this (or some other) QoT model with physical layer param-
eters that represent the current network aging and inter-
ference conditions, the required accuracy is obtained as
described in Ref. [14]. Alternatively, feedback-based QoT
estimation models, such as the one presented in Ref. [16],
that use monitoring information and estimate QoT for the
given network conditions can be used.

The key contribution is the development of an RSA algo-
rithm that can be used to incrementally plan the network
over multiple periods with evolving physical and traffic
conditions. The proposed RSA algorithm considers the
actual PLIs, taking into account both actual aging and
interference. It also accounts for the evolution of traffic
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and decides how to provision the lightpaths, reusing or
purchasing new equipment, so as to minimize the total net-
work cost. The proposed algorithm is quite generic and can
be used for both fixed- and flex-grid switches with fixed or
configurable (BVT) transponders, and extends the one pre-
sented in Ref. [17]. In Ref. [17], there were no constraints on
traffic rerouting and relocation of equipment, constraints
that are introduced in the extended algorithm presented
here. Using the proposed algorithm, we performed exten-
sive studies for two network topologies and traffic patterns
of varying churn and quantified the benefits that margin
reduction and equipment relocation can achieve.

III. QUALITY OF TRANSMISSION AND MARGINS

When planning or upgrading the network, the QoTof the
lightpaths must be estimated, using a “Q-tool” based on
some physical layer model. In QoT estimation, system
margins are used to anticipate future degradation due to
equipment aging, interference from increases in load, and
failures until the EOL [3,18]. A typical assumption is that
of worst-case interference, where interference is accounted
for at its maximum value, as if the network operates at full
load [19]. Moreover, to account for inaccuracies in the QoT
estimation model, another margin, referred to as the
design margin, is used on top of the EOL system margins
[3,18]. The high margins result in low efficiency, expressed
by deploying equipment that is not strictly necessary at the
initial setup time. The reduction of margins makes equip-
ment operate at high efficiency, closer to their limits, yield-
ing significant cost savings, but requires a more dynamic
network [14,20].

To examine the effect of the margin reduction, we devel-
oped an aging model, which we integrated into the GN
model described in Ref. [15], and it is assumed in our stud-
ies to describe the physical layer. This model was used by
our RSA algorithm (presented in Section IV) for estimating
the QoT of established and new lightpaths with actual
system margins.

We assume a dispersion uncompensated optical net-
work, whose links consist of spans of single-mode fiber
(SMF) followed by an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)
that fully compensates the span losses. Figure 1(a) shows
an example of the multi-span link model. Network nodes
consist of optical cross connect (OXC) switches, imple-
mented as reconfigurable optical add–drop multiplexers
(ROADMs) based on wavelength selective switches (WSSs).
The main network components whose performance deteri-
orates with time are the transponders, the fibers, the
optical switches, and the amplifiers.

To determine theQoTof a lightpath �p; λ� according to the
GNmodel,weneed to calculate the total power spectral den-
sity GASE;p;λ and GNLI;p;λ of the ASE noise and the NLIs
accumulated across the path. The ASE noise depends on
the traversed amplifiers (EDFA), which in turn depend
on the traversed spans and nodes. The ASE noise contribu-
tion of a span depends on the length and attenuation coef-
ficient aloss�τ� of the fiber segment, and the number of
traversed connectors ce�τ�and splices se�τ�,which contribute

losses closs�τ� and sloss�τ�, respectively. All these introduced
losses are assumed to be fully compensated by the EDFA at
the end of the span, with noise figure Ne�τ�. The above
parameters are modeled as a (linear or nonlinear) function
of time τ. Splices are used to repair the fiber cuts and are
modeled as counting random processes following a specific
distribution, while connectors are used to connect/discon-
nect the components and typically do not change with time.
All theabove losses increaseas timeadvances, except for the
number of connectors, which can be taken as constant.

Regarding the ROADMs, Fig. 1 shows their contribution
to the noise added by the node amplifiers for add, drop, and
pass-through traffic. Although these various types of traffic
pass a different number of amplifiers andWSSs, to simplify
our model, we assume that all traffic types accumulate
equal loss An�τ�. This value is assumed to increase with
time τ (filters deteriorate and node amplifiers worsen their
noise figure). Adding the ASE contributions of all traversed
EDFAs (spans) and switches (ROADMs), we calculate the
total power spectral density GASE;p;λ of the ASE noise
accumulated on the lightpath.

Taking into account the established lightpaths in the
network, we can also calculate the power spectral density
of the NLIs (both self- and cross-channel) for each span, for
the actual wavelength utilization of the span. Then, assum-
ing incoherent noise accumulation, we accumulate the NLI
noise power over a link, and over the whole pathGNLI;p;λ�τ�,
for the current utilization of the links/network.GNLI;p;λ�τ� is
also a function of time, as the network load changes
(typically increases) with time.

The OSNR of lightpath �p; λ� under the assumption of
not suffering from intersymbol interference (ISI) and mis-
matched filters [21] is then given by

OSNRp;λ�τ� � Tp;λ

GASE;p;λ�τ� · B � GNLI;p;λ�τ� · B
; (1)

where Tp;λ is the signal power at the receiver (assumed to
be equal to the launch power for EDFAs that fully compen-
sate the losses) and B is the equivalent noise bandwidth
over which OSNR is evaluated.

We also model as a function of time the aging of the tran-
sponder with a margin MT�τ� on its sensitivity. Finally, we

Fig. 1. OSNR model for (a) a multi-span link and (b) a ROADM
for add, drop, and pass-through signals.
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use a separate design margin Md�τ� to account for QoT
model inaccuracies for all lightpaths and to also avoid
operating right at the limit, which could introduce ping
pong effects. All aging parameters are assumed to increase
with time, while the design margin can be either constant
or decreasing with time. The assumption of a decreasing
design margin is based on [3,22] and the fact that as time
advances we obtain more accurate knowledge of the
network and thus a more accurate QoT estimation.

To decide whether a lightpath �p; λ� is acceptable or not,
we calculate its bit error rate:

BERp;λ�τ� � Ψ�OSNRp;λ�τ� −MT�τ� −Md�τ��; (2)

whereΨ is a suitable function depending on themodulation
format of the specific lightpath, as in Ref. [23]. The light-
path is established if and only if it has acceptable QoT:

BERp;λ�τ� ≤ BERlimit; (3)

where BERlimit is the FECs limit.

IV. INCREMENTAL MULTI-PERIOD PLANNING WITH

REDUCED MARGINS

We now present an RSA algorithm for provisioning light-
paths with just-enough margins in an incremental multi-
period network planning scenario. The algorithm takes
into account the positions of already deployed transpon-
ders and regenerators and the evolving traffic and is quite
generic; although it is described for an elastic network
(flex-grid and BVTs), it can also be used for fixed-grid
and fixed transponders.

Typically, established connections in optical networks
are not removed (and not reconfigured since they are estab-
lished with EOL margins) and new connections are added
at intermediate upgrade periods. To model a more dynamic
traffic evolution, we assume that at the start of each period
we are given the demands that remain, are added, and are
removed with respect to the previous period. Each demand
is expressed as a source–destination pair with a specific cli-
ent rate and is served by a BVT transponder configured to
have equal line rate. At each period, in the first step the
proposed algorithm frees the transponders and regenera-
tors that were used to serve the removed demands. In the
second step, the algorithm checks the actual QoT of the re-
maining demands, and if it estimates that they will become
unacceptable during the next period, it makes appropriate
changes (e.g., reconfigures the BVT or adds regenerators).
Finally, in the third step, lightpaths are established to
serve the new demands. Note that transponders and regen-
erators deployed in previous periods that are freed at each
period are considered to be reusable. Reuse of transponders
and regenerators at their installed location is considered to
be cost free, while moving (relocating) them is allowed but
induces a penalty (which, if higher than the cost of buying a
new one, cancels out the benefits of relocation).

In the following, we formally describe the multi-period
planning problem and the proposed algorithm.

A. Formal Problem Description

The optical network is represented by a graph
G � �V;E�, where V denotes the set of optical nodes and
E the set of optical links. The spectrum is divided into
spectrum slots of z GHz each, with one spectrum slot cor-
responding to the finer switching granularity of the flexible
network elements (flex-grid switches and BVTs), and the
network supports a total of F slots at each link. For each
source–destination pair �s; d� we pre-calculate k paths.
We let Psd be the set of candidate paths for �s; d�. Then,
for each demand �s; d; r� in Λr�τi� and Λn�τi�, i.e., of client
rate r, source s, and destination d for period τi, we have
a number of candidate tuples t, those with effective data
rate DRt equal to r. Note that a demand is served by either
a transparent lightpath or a translucent (i.e., requiring
regenerators) connection. If regenerators are used, two
consecutive regeneration points define a transparent sub-
lightpath. Since the transmission reach depends on the
current network state (including aging and interference)
and in the pre-processing phase the spectrum has not been
allocated yet, we calculate the possible node locations
where regenerators can be placed, taking into account only
the actual aging. Therefore, we pre-calculate the best and
the worst transmission reaches for each transmission
tuple, assuming zero and worst-case interference, respec-
tively, and in the following we identify the possible
placements for the regenerators. A selection of regenera-
tion nodes is represented by a set M. Thus, in the pre-
processing phase, for period τi and for each demand �s; d; r�
we calculate a setQs;d;r�τi� of candidate (path, transmission
tuple, regeneration points) triplets, each represented by
�p; t;M�, taking into account the current aging of the
network.

Weassumea traffic scenariowhereat the start of period τi
wehave three sets of client demands: (i) the set of remaining
client demands Λr�τi�, (ii) the set of new client demands
Λn�τi�, and (iii) the set of deleted client demands Λd�τi�.
A demand from source node s to destination node d, asking
for client rate r, is represented by the triplet �s; d; r�, and
multiple demands of the same rate for a specific s–d pair
may exist. Note that the remaining or deleted demands
[types (i) and (iii)] in period τi were remaining or added
demands in period τi−1, and all demands in the first period
τ0 are considered as new demands [type (ii)].

Traffic is served by BVTs that configure some or all of the
following parameters: (a) modulation format, (b) baud rate,
and (c) FEC. A possible transmission configuration is
described by a tuple t � �MFt;BRt;OVt�, where the modu-
lation format MFt (bits/symbol) describes the number of
bits encoded in a symbol, the baud rate BRt (symbols/s)
describes the number of transmitted symbols per sec
(including the FEC), and the FEC overhead OVt is ex-
pressed as a decimal. Therefore, the effective data rate
is DRt � MFt · BRt · �1 −OVt�. Assuming Nyquist WDM
transmission and an overhead factor y to account for
non-ideal pulse shaping and filters and spectrum slots,
the transmission of tuple t requires ⌈BRt · �1� y�∕z⌉
spectrum slots.
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Given the set T that includes all possible transmission
tuples t for a transponder, the RSA algorithm has to choose
one of these options to serve a demand. The above descrip-
tion remains valid even for fixed transponders; a fixed tran-
sponder is characterized by a single tuple. Also different
fixed transponders with different capabilities can be mod-
eled for a so-called MLR scenario.

The proposed algorithm, at the start of a given period τi,
takes as input the three sets of demands Λr�τi�, Λn�τi�,
Λd�τi� and the previously installed (up to and including
τi − 1� lightpaths as well as their equipment. It also takes
as input the available transponders and regenerators in
this period and their costs (that may have changed from
the previous period). We denote by CT�τi� and CR�τi� the
cost of a new transponder and regenerator, respectively,
at period τi, which typically falls as time advances. We also
denote by R�τi� the relocation cost for both transponders
and regenerators, which can evolve independently from
the costs of the new equipment, and we use a weighting
coefficient W to represent the relative cost of the utilized
spectrum. We assume that the algorithm can estimate
the actual system (aging and interference) margins for
the current period with a specific design margin using
an accurate Q-tool (see Section III).

B. Algorithm Description

The algorithm consists of three steps for allocating
paths, transponders, and regenerators. In step 1 (Fig. 2),
the transponders, regenerators, and spectrum slots allo-
cated to each deleted demand in the set Λd�τi� are released
and become available for serving other demands.

In step 2, we examine the set of remaining demands
Λr�τi� in this period and do so in three rounds. In round
2.1 of step 2 [Fig. 3(a)] we estimate for each demand of
the following period the QoT of the corresponding light-
path(s) (single lightpath if no regenerator is used or series
of lightpaths if regenerators are used). If the QoT is accept-
able, we keep the same transponder and regenerators,
while for the lightpaths that have unacceptable QoT we
try to reconfigure the utilized transponder/regenerator(s).
If this does not yield acceptable QoT, the algorithm frees
the regenerators used by the demand and processes it in
the next round (round 2.2). In round 2.2 [Fig. 3(b)], we
check one-by-one the remaining demands from round 2.1
(demands with at least one lightpath of unacceptable
QoT). For each such demand, we try to allocate (reuse) free
regenerators at some intermediate nodes, using at most
one more than those allocated before. Assuming that in
the previous period the demand was served with the
�p0; t0;M0� triple, the algorithm checks the candidate
�p; t;M� triplets of set Qs;d;r�τi� with jMj ≤ jM0j � 1. The re-
generators that can be reused are those freed in step 1 or
round 2.1 of the algorithm. The demands for which there do
not exist free regenerators at the required locations are not
served in round 2.2 and are left to be processed in round
2.3. Finally, in round 2.3 [Fig. 3(c)], we process the demands
for which we were unable to find free regenerators at their
locations. For each such demand, all triplets �p; t;m� in
Qs;d;r�τi� are examined and the related cost Cp;t;m is calcu-
lated considering the relocation of any free regenerators
left unused up to this point and the deployment of new re-
generators. For the specific set of regenerator locations m,
we allocate nc available regenerators at the required
position, and for the jmj − nc remaining ones we select to
relocate nr and deploy nn new ones, where nr and nc are
chosen to minimize the total demand cost:

Cp;t;m�τi� � min
nn�nr�jmj−nc

�n:
nCR�τi� � n:

rR�τi��: (4)

Having examined all the candidate triplets �p; t;m�, we
select that with the minimum cost:

min
�p;t;m�∈Qs;d;r�τi�

�Cp;t;m�τi� � W · Sp;t;m�τi��; (5)

where Sp;t;m is the spectrum used by choice �p; t;m� and W
is a weighting coefficient transforming the used spectrum
into cost.

At the start of step 3, we have a set of free transponders
(from step 1) and remaining regenerators (from step 2) and
process the new demands in Λn�τi�, in two rounds. In round
3.1, we examine for each such demand to reuse transpon-
ders and regenerators (without relocation) for the trans-
mission options that require the minimum number of
regenerators (similar to round 2.2). In round 3.2, we exam-
ine the relocation of transponders and regenerators and
the deployment of new ones, and select the solution with
the lowest cost (similar to round 2.3 with the only differ-
ence that we need to account for the transponders in
addition to regenerators).Fig. 2. Flowchart of step 1 of the heuristic algorithm.
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The above describes the allocation of transponders, re-
generators, and paths to demands. For each chosen path,
the algorithm also allocates spectrum. Once all lightpaths
are provisioned and the spectrum is allocated, the algo-
rithm checks again the QoT taking into account the actual
interference (recall that the candidate triplets used above
did not consider interference). Demands whose QoT is
unacceptable due to interference are processed again in
step 2, and this is repeated until all demands are served.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present our multi-period network
planning studies. In particular, we carried out a multi-
period analysis over 10 periods for two network topologies
and different traffic profile scenarios. In the obtained
results, each period corresponds to a year, but we decided
to keep the term period for generality purposes. The results
are presented with a step of two periods.

The first studied topology, shown in Fig. 4(a), was
inspired by Telecom’s Italia national network and consists
of 29 nodes with link lengths up to 382 km. The second top-
ology, shown in Fig. 4(b), was inspired by Telecom’s Italia
Pan-European backbone network and consists of 49 nodes
with link lengths up to 1251 km. For both topologies, we
assumed that the network employs ROADMs and uncom-
pensated SMF links. The amplification span was taken
equal to 100 km, with each span followed by an EDFA that
fully compensated the attenuation of the previous span.
The gain of the EDFAs was assumed flat over all spectrum
(no gain ripple/tilting effects). To model the physical layer,
we extended the GN model to consider network aging (see
Section III). We used the margin parameters reported in
Table I, which shows the values for the two extreme time
instants, beginning of life (BOL) or τ0 and end of life (EOL)
or τ10; the values for intermediate periods were calculated
through linear (in time and in decibels) interpolation.
When a transponder is deployed at an intermediate period,
its related margin starts with the BOL value from that
specific period.

We performed our studies for two network settings:
(i) EONs and (ii) fixed-grid WDM. In the elastic network
setting, we assumed two types of BVT transponders. Both
types support baud rates up to 43 Gbaud and modulate us-
ing dual polarization (DP) up to DP-16QAM with (i) one
subcarrier and transmission rate up to 200 Gbps and
(ii) two subcarriers with transmission rate up to 400 Gbps.
For the WDM network, we assumed an MLR case with
three types of fixed transponders of 100, 200, and
400 Gbps transmission rates.

Table II presents the cost of the network equipment in
the first period �τ0�, relative to the cost of a 100 Gbps fixed
transponder (taken to be 1 C.U.).

These values correspond to CR�τ0� and CT�τ0�, as de-
scribed in Section IV. Using these as starting values, the
cost of the network equipment for the following periods
can be calculated using learning curves [24]. The basic
idea of such models is that the cost of performing a task

Fig. 3. Flowchart for (a) round 2.1, (b) round 2.2, and (c) round 2.3
of step 2.
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decreases with the number of the repetitions and thus they
are based on the forecasted production number between
the different periods. The different cost models we exam-
ined did not reveal significant differences in the achieved
cost savings compared to the fixed 10% depreciation per
period, which is used in our performance analysis. The cost
of the equipment relocation, corresponding to the reuse of
transponders or regenerators deployed during previous
periods at different nodes, was taken to be fixed for all
periods τi and equal to R�τi� � 0.1 C:U:

In all cases, we assumed the transmission power of the
transponders to be fixed at 0 dBm and the use of LDPC
(4161, 3431, 0.825) FEC code, with 21.2% overhead and
pre-FEC BER limit of 10−2. The bandwidth overhead for
non-ideal pulse shaping and filters was taken to be

y � 0.15. The width of the spectrum slot was taken to be
z � 12.5 GHz. Each fiber link supported F � 320 slots∕
fiber for the elastic network setting, while for the fixed-grid
we used z � 50 GHz and F � 80 wavelengths∕fiber. An
extra fiber was utilized at specific links when the available
spectrum was not enough to serve the demands.

Details regarding the modulation format and the baud
rate configurations of the 400 Gbps BVT and the related
reaches for the different margin cases are given in
Table III. The transmission capabilities of the MLR tran-
sponders and the related reaches are presented in Table IV.
Note that the reaches presented in these tables do not
account for the node losses, which depend on the particular
path, and thus are presented for reference.

Regarding interference, we examine two extreme cases.
Initially, in the BOL state, we assume that the network is
empty, meaning that few connections (three for the GN
model to give accurate results) are established. On the
other hand, at the EOL state we assume that all neighbor-
ing channels are active and densely spaced. When planning
with reduced margins, the transmission reach varies with
time between the first and the third column, while when
planning with EOL margins the transmission reach corre-
sponds to the second column of Tables III and IV. In the

Fig. 4. Topologies inspired by the Telecom Italia’s European
backbone network.

TABLE I
SYSTEM AND DESIGN MARGINS BOL AND EOL VALUES

Margin BOL τ0 EOL τ10

System
margins

Aging

Fiber attenuation
αloss (dB/km)

0.22 0.23

Connector loss
closs (dB)

0.20 0.30

Splice loss sloss (dB) 0.30 0.50
Number of slices
se (km−1)

0 0.027

Number of connectors
per span ce

2 2

EDFA noise figure
Ne (dB)

4.50 5.50

OXC loss An (dB) 20.00 23.00
Transponder margin
MT (dB)

1.00 1.50

Interference Empty Full

Design margin Md (dB) 2.00 1.00

TABLE II
RELATIVE COSTS OF EQUIPMENT VALUES AT TIME τ0

Network Equipment (Q)
Unitary Price

(C.U.)

100 Gbps fixed transponder/regenerator 1.00
200 Gbps fixed transponder/regenerator 1.20
400 Gbps fixed transponder/regenerator
(introduced at period τ4)

1.36

Elastic transponder/regenerator 200 Gbps 1.30
Elastic transponder/regenerator 400 Gbps
(introduced at period τ4)

1.47

Transponder/regenerator relocation cost
(fixed for all periods)

0.10
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simulations the QoT of each lightpath is calculated taking
into account the OXC that it passes, as well as the inter-
ference of the other lightpaths.

Regarding the served traffic, each period is described by
the three sets of remaining, new, and deleted demands de-
noted by Λr�τi�, Λn�τi�, and Λd�τi�, respectively. We assumed
that the total network traffic, expressed by the summation
of remaining and new demands, increases with a 25% com-
pound growth rate (CAGR) per one period. The number of
changing demands (deleted and added as new with a pos-
sible increase of the rate) is described through the churn
rate parameter ch. As discussed above, currently in optical
transport networks the demands are not deleted, which
corresponds to a churn rate ch � 0. In our studies, we con-
sider churn rates ranging from 0% to 50% so as to examine
the effect of traffic dynamicity that can appear with the
emergence of new application and services.

We compare planning under worst and actual margins
over 10 periods for the two network topologies and the two
network settings—that is, elastic and fixed-grid MLR.

In Fig. 5, we present the total cost in C.U. considering the
acquisition of transponders and regenerators for incremen-
tal traffic, without churn (ch � 0%), where connections es-
tablished at various periods remain until the last period.
For both examined topologies, the elastic network scenario
achieves the lowest cost at the end of the examined period,
although in the initial periods the MLR scenario has lower
cost. This happens because initially the demands are low
(up to 200 Gbps) and theMLR takes advantage of the lower
transponders’ and regenerators’ costs. As time passes, the
elastic network case manages to overcome it, reconfiguring
the already used equipment.

Furthermore, for the topology of Fig. 4(b) (with the
longer links), the difference in the last period increases sig-
nificantly because the demands are high and the MLR uses
more regenerators to serve the demands. For the topology
of Fig. 4(a), the cost savings accumulate to 12% at the end

TABLE IV
MLR TRANSPONDERS AND REFERENCE TRANSMISSION REACHES FOR THE DIFFERENT MARGIN CASES

Data Rate (Gbps) Baud Rate (Gbaud) Mod Format

Reach (km)

BOL Aging and
BOL Interference
and BOL Design

EOL Aging and
EOL Interference
and BOL Design

EOL Aging and
EOL Interference
and EOL Design

100 32 DP-QPSK 4800 2100 2700
200 43 DP-8QAM 1600 700 800
400 (2 × 200) 2 × 32 DP-16QAM 1200 500 600

TABLE III
400 GBPS BANDWIDTH VARIABLE TRANSPONDER (BVT) CONFIGURATIONS AND REFERENCE TRANSMISSION REACHES FOR THE DIFFERENT

MARGIN CASES

Data Rate (Gbps) Baud Rate (Gbaud) Mod Format

Reach (km)

BOL Aging and
BOL Interference
and BOL Design

EOL Aging and
EOL Interference
and BOL Design

EOL Aging and EOL
Interference and
EOL Design

100 16 DP-16QAM 1200 600 700
100 32 DP-QPSK 4800 2000 2600
200 32 DP-16QAM 1000 400 500
200 43 8QAM 1600 700 800
200 2 × 32 DP-QPSK 4500 2000 2600
400 2 × 32 DP-16QAM 900 400 500
400 2 × 43 8QAM 1400 700 800

Fig. 5. Accumulated total cost (in C.U.) for (a) topology of Fig. 4(a)
and (b) topology of Fig. 4(b).
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of 10 periods for an elastic and 30% for an MLR network,
while for the topology of Fig. 4(b) these savings accumulate
to 36% and 27%, respectively. The elastic network seems to
meet better the requirements for next generation optical
networks, managing to overcome in both cases the accumu-
lated cost of the MLR network for 5% and 29% for the
topologies of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.

The number of relocations of transponders and regener-
ators is presented in Figs. 6(a)–6(d). In Fig. 6(a), the churn
rate is 0% and all established demands remain until the

end of the simulation period. In that case, theMLR reduced
margins case does more relocations compared to the elastic
case, which is able to satisfy QoT requirements by changing
transponder configurations, moving to new adequate tu-
ples each time. The number of relocations in the EOL cases
for both network scenarios is equal to zero, as the demands
are established at each period with EOL assumptions and
do not require reconfigurations or equipment relocation.

For lower churn rates smaller than 20%, the reduced
margins MLR makes the most relocations, while for churn
rates greater than 20%, the MLR EOL margins perform
the maximum number. Comparing the elastic and the
MLR cases, the former requires fewer relocations for all
examined churn rates, by exploiting the transmission
reconfigurations supported by elastic transponders. In ad-
dition, for the elastic network, the EOL case underper-
forms compared to the reduced margins case. This is
because EOL margins make elastic transponders unable
to take significant advantage of transmission parameter
reconfigurations.

In Fig. 7(a) we present the savings achieved when
relocations are prohibited and new equipment has to be
purchased to serve demands when there are no transpon-
ders/regenerators available at the source node of the light-
path. In Fig. 7(b) we present the corresponding savings
when relocation of equipment is allowed. As expected,
the advantages obtained by the lower cost equipment relo-
cation become more significant as the churn rate increases.
Furthermore, the MLR network relocates more equipment
compared to the elastic case and consequently has in-
creased savings compared to the elastic case. On the other
hand, the elastic case proves to be the most adequate for

Fig. 6. Accumulated number of dislocations for the elastic and
MLR networks for the different planning scenarios for churn rate
(a) 0%, (b) 5%, (c) 20%, and (d) 50%.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Total cost when (a) acquisition of new or (b) relocation of
already established equipment is considered.
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all the traffic variation cases, with steady performance,
which proves to not be significantly affected by the traffic
dynamicity.

VI. CONCLUSION

Lightpaths in optical networks are currently provisioned
with worst-case margins, calculated under EOL system as-
sumptions for the interference, the aging of equipment, and
the maintenance tasks, while a design margin is also used
to account for QoT estimation inaccuracies. The impair-
ment measuring capabilities of the coherent optical tran-
sponders offer the ability to operate the network closer
to its true capabilities, improving efficiency and postponing
or avoiding expenditures. To evaluate such benefits, we
proposed an RSA algorithm that provisions lightpaths tak-
ing into account the actual network conditions so as to
establish them with just-enough margins. Our comparison
study quantified the cost benefits of planning with actual
as opposed to worst-case margins. In a multi-period plan-
ning scenario, some established demands may be termi-
nated, freeing the used resources, while new demands
may arrive. We observed savings up to 36% for the elastic
network and up to 27% for the MLR when planning with
reduced margins compared to the case where EOL assump-
tions are made. Finally, the reuse of equipment (with a
relocation cost) offers extra savings, reducing up to 8%
and 14% the cost of the elastic and the MLR network,
respectively.
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